Additional information regarding the protection of personal data

1. Responsible of the treatment

PROCESS INTEGRAL DEVELOPMENT ENG & TECH SL
CIF: B83606194
Dirección postal: C/ Francisco Gervás 11
Pol. Ind. Alcobendas
28108 Alcobendas (Madrid) SPAIN
Correo electrónico: pid@pidengtech.com

2. Purpose of treatment

2.1 Purpose of treatment

At PROCESS INTEGRAL DEVELOPMENT ENG & TECH SL we treat the information provided to us by the people interested in order to be able to contact them to offer the information requested about our services and, in case of consent, commercial Communications.

2.2 Time of maintenance of your data

The personal data shall be maintained for the period indicated in "purpose of treatment", provided that it has not exercised its right of suppression or opposition, or during the time of the subscription to the submission of publicity. All this without prejudice to the broader deadlines that could be established by normative or regulation provision.

3. Legitimation of treatment

By accepting these conditions, you consent to PROCESS INTEGRAL DEVELOPMENT ENG & TECH SL to treat your data in order to contact you and to provide you with the information you have requested through our website and, if so Consents by checking the corresponding box, to periodically send you information about our products and services.

4. Assignment or transfer recipients

Your data will not be subject to any transfer.

5. Rights of interested persons

Any interested party has the right to obtain confirmation whether in PROCESS INTEGRAL DEVELOPMENT ENG & TECH SL We are dealing with personal data that
concerns them, or not. The persons concerned have the right to access their personal data, as well as to request the rectification of the inaccurate data or, where appropriate, request its deletion when, among other reasons, the data are no longer necessary for the purposes that were collected. In certain circumstances, the interested party may request the limitation of the treatment of his data and, at any time, to oppose the processing of your his data. for the exercise of the recognized rights, the interested person could contact through the e-mail or postal addresses indicated in the first paragraph.

Finally, you, especially when you have not obtained satisfaction in exercising your rights, have the right to complain to the national control Authority, to these effects you should contact the Spanish Agency for data protection.